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Abstract:
This qualitative study examines multimodal storytelling in online corporate stories. Corporate stories are
realized in a particular genre, the About page, and moral discourse is conveyed through references to
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR). To examine how CSR has been incorporated into corporate
storytelling and how it functions within the About page, the study begins with an examination of the
About page as a genre.
The research data consists of stories from five Finnish companies working in the textile and apparel
industry: Aarre, Vimma, Kaiko, Uhana, and Pure Waste. The companies were chosen as they share
similarities regarding multiple aspects (e.g., company size, product range, and target audience). The
stories were firstly analyzed for their schematic components and expressive resources (Bateman 2008,
2014), and then further subjected to critical multimodal discourse analysis (Machin and Mayr 2012) to
critically examine the expressive forms used in the components.
Although the layout structure varied among the stories of the data, the presence of several schematic
components was constant in all stories. Based on the current analysis, the components which were
present in most of the stories constitute the core components of the genre of About page: mission,
essence, founder(s), foundation, products, production, and social responsibility.
The analysis revealed that not only is CSR present on the pages as its own schematic component, but
direct and indirect references to CSR themes were used as justification and motivation within other
schematic components as well, thus framing CSR as an essential component of the corporate identity.
These corporate stories cater to the consumer narrative in which social responsibility plays a central
role by establishing an environment in which one can keep on purchasing new clothes while adhering
to those values. The products are laden with socially responsible attributes, framing social responsibility
as a fashion statement.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Reputation is one of the core elements in the success of a corporation and communicating in a
way that gets the desired message across is at the core of reputation management. People have
a natural tendency to think narratively rather than argumentatively or pragmatically (Woodside,
Sood and Miller 2008, p. 98). This cognitive feature has been known and utilized successfully
in a spectrum of communicative situations in which there is an attempt at emotional appeal.
Consequently, storytelling has become a staple feature of organizational discourse. Within the
medium of corporate websites, the essence of the company – such as its history, strategy, and
values – are conventionally presented in the form of a corporate story. Companies are
increasingly expected to do good while doing business, and consequently notions of social
responsibility have become integral to a company’s story. Communicating a company’s social
responsibility through their corporate story has at least two benefits: it can distinguish the
competition from competition (Janssen, Van Dalfsen, Van Hoof and Van Vuuren 2011), and it
can appeal to the emotions of consumers through shared values (Comfort and Jones 2019). The
persuasive power of moral discourse makes it an appropriate focus of critical inquiry, especially
when it is incorporated in storytelling – a rhetorical genre which is already designed to appeal
to emotions.
Societies, and companies within those societies, operate in an environment that is rich in
narratives, stories, and strategic messaging – “a world of social interpretations” (Van Riel and
Fombrun 2007, p. 136). Digital stories, when compelling, can have significant persuasive power
and the potential of reaching further audiences by “going viral” (Forman 2013, p. 43).
Customers are increasingly accustomed to organizations concentrating their customer-oriented
interaction on their websites (Bargiela-Chiappini, Nickerson and Planken 2013, p. 65), which
highlights the need and advantages of a functional and visually appealing website. Van Riel
and Fombrun (2007, p. 136) depict a corporate website as a “reputation platform” for presenting
the company to internal and external stakeholders, such as employees, customers and investors.
Accordingly, composing a creditable corporate website tends to be more the rule than the
exception among contemporary organizations.
A corporate story should, according to Marzec (2007, p. 26), in its simplest sense present a
compelling articulation of “who we are”, generating emotional and rational support from
stakeholders. The center stage in a corporate story can be taken up by an introduction to the
company’s subject strategy, culture, branding or any combination of these, as well as any
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additional features that are deemed important. Contemporary organizations across the private
and public sector are increasingly subjected to closer societal scrutiny (Maier and Ravanazzi
2019, p. 269). It is not a corporate secret that companies need to evolve in parallel to changing
customer needs. Consequently, on top of their obvious business objectives and ensuring the
desired quality of the product, organizations are also increasingly expected to participate in
activities that go beyond maximizing profit while adhering to regulations and guidelines. In the
past twenty years, the most desired benefits derived from such practices have changed from
financial gains towards reputational impact (Adi, Crowther and Grigore 2015, p. 4).
Consequently, reporting to stakeholders is seen as a fundamental component of corporate social
responsibility (CSR) activities (Szewczyk 2016, pp. 68–69). In order to convincingly compete
in the field, companies need to come across as a considerable option within the field of
competition but yet give evidence of their unique position as the better alternative. A company’s
website is a medium through which companies attempt to separate themselves from the
competition.
An organization's interests in doing right in local and global contexts are conveyed to the public
through strategies of corporate communication and sharing information by storytelling has been
widely noted as an effective communicative strategy. Due to its lax scope and wide repertoire
of outlets (e.g., social media, website, advertisements), some form of a corporate story can be
recognized on a communicative platform of almost any organization. Furthermore, storytelling
is seen to be important in bringing corporate social responsibility reporting into life (Jones and
Comfort 2019, p. 6). Chen and Eriksson (2019, p. 2) argue that through corporate stories,
marketers can load the brand with symbolic ideas, which can then compel customers to draw
associations between the company and some broader and deeper values, building up company
reputation and finally increasing sales potential. Although corporate storytelling can vary in
scope and form, the medium of corporate websites acts as one established channel for its online
external distribution. Within the medium, it is commonly located on a specific page often titled
the About section.
When external audiences, such as casual browsers or potential customers, open the About page
on an organization’s website, they are likely to have a proactive conception on what type of
information they are to find on the specific page (‘horizon of expectation’, Bateman 2014, p.
242). These presuppositions are based on the knowledge of the genre at hand, i.e., the genre of
the About page. This knowledge, in turn, frames how the information is taken in. The notion of
genre refers to socially acknowledged and conventionalized sets of resources used to
2

communicate a specific message (Bateman, Wildfeuer and Hiippala 2017, p. 129). And so, this
inquiry focuses on the genre of the About page as a conventionally recognized way of
communicating the core information of an organization towards external audiences.
The website as a medium provides designers with many expressive resources, which can be
used to realize the About page. With the increase in attributions to CSR among organizations
of all fields, the reputational value of CSR is certainly not unnoticed in the business world. As
storytelling is widely employed as a strategic communication method within the genre and is
in itself treated as an inherently easy way to appeal to people’s emotions, it is worthwhile to
question what exactly it is that we are told in these stories. Corporate stories on About pages of
the data are presented in textual form, stylized through formatting and layout characteristics
ranging from paragraph divisions to color and typeface decisions, and are naturally
accompanied by images and other modes of expression, just to name a few. All these resources,
not just the language, can fulfill different communicative needs (Bateman, Wildfeuer and
Hiippala 2017).
With a range of stylistic opportunities at its disposal, the genre of the About page is undoubtedly
multimodal. Accordingly, the overall message communicated in a corporate story cannot be
accounted for by only looking at its textual components. Due to the complex combinations of
various elements contributing to the stories, the mechanisms by which they convey meanings
cannot be revealed without a thorough multimodal document analysis. According to Djonov
and Knox (2015, p. 171), multimodal documents like the About page should be analyzed in
terms of their visual design to ensure coherent analysis. Additionally, Multimodal Critical
Discourse Analysis (MCDA) theory provides tools for looking at how different resources used
in a communicative situation are able to signify values, ideas and actions even though they are
not necessarily specifically identified (Machin and Mayr (2012, p. 11). Hence, online corporate
stories lend themselves as a relevant object of study for multimodal critical discourse analysis.
In this thesis, I examine multimodal storytelling in the external and consumer-focused online
corporate stories of five Finnish companies operating in the textile and apparel industry: Aarre,
Vimma, Kaiko, Uhana, and Pure Waste. The corporate stories are realized in a particular genre,
the About page. A further objective is to explore how corporate social responsibility has been
incorporated into corporate storytelling: how it functions within the About page genre. The
research questions posed here are:
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1. How are the corporate stories of the data constructed: what information is presented and
what expressive resources and their combinations are used to realize them?
2. How do expressive resources collaborate in creating references and allusions to
corporate social responsibility themes?

The aims of the thesis are to decompose the corporate stories first systematically into schematic
components depicting their core information, and subsequently to critically examine the
expressive forms used in these components. The former objective is achieved through a careful
exploration of the About page as a multimodal genre: to map out its elements in terms of their
function in relation to their communicative value. In the latter part, these semiotic modes
detected are taken to closer examination according to their communicative output and from the
viewpoint of their references and allusions to CSR. Beginning with a thorough decomposition
of the document in focus lays the foundations for a transparent Multimodal Critical Discourse
Analysis.
The medium of corporate websites adheres to the page metaphor by allowing the organization
of its elements only along the dimensions of height and width (Bateman 2008, p. 9). Thus, the
appropriate method of dividing the data into analytical units is achieved by adapting a priori
coding scheme originally established in Bateman (2008), modified to suit the need of this thesis.
Relevant elements of a number of studies in the fields of corporate communication, multimodal
document analysis and multimodal critical discourse analysis are adapted in order to design an
appropriate level of granularity of functional elements with regards to the web page as a page
metaphor as well as in order to properly examine the variations in the data reflected on the genre
of About page.
This thesis is divided into eight chapters. After this introduction (Chapter 1), I introduce some
of the previous work that described and studied corporate storytelling and CSR in Chapter 2.
Then in Chapter 3 I describe multimodality theory and critical discourse analysis, which form
the theoretical framework guiding this thesis forward. The corporate stories used as the data of
this study are introduced in the subsequent Chapter 4, followed by an account of the
methodology adopted here in Chapter 5. In Chapter 6, Results and Analysis, each corporate
story is examined individually, in relation to one another as well as to the concept of the genre
of the About page as a whole. Thereafter, these notions are tied to the larger picture in the
Discussion Chapter (7.) by contrasting them to previous studies and pre-existing concepts.
Subsequently, I explain the limitations a study of this nature faces, discuss their effects and how
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I have attempted to overcome them to the best of my abilities. Finally, the Conclusion Chapter
(8.) brings together the focal points of this Master’s Thesis.

2. CORPORATE STORYTELLING
The literature review begins with a review of the theoretical notion of corporate stories and
continues with an examination of CSR reporting practices. The subsequent section explains the
intersection of corporate storytelling, CSR values and consumer narratives, outlining the
rationale behind the application of MCDA methods to examine these corporate stories.
The companies in focus of the present study are all apparel companies, and the theoretical
framework is built and discussed with this attribute in mind. In addition to discussing corporate
stories from a business perspective, the themes of the present study are also discussed from a
viewpoint relating to multimodal and critical discourse analysis. Likewise, Corporate Social
Responsibility is introduced particularly in relation to apparel companies.

2.1. Storytelling in Business Communication
Crocchi (2019, p. 443–444) defines storytelling as the act of narrating or communicating a
message through stories using the principles of rhetoric. Originating from narrative and literary
studies, storytelling has progressively been adopted also in other areas, always with the function
of conveying a message, but to achieve various objectives. Today, storytelling as a form of
communication is imposed in all sectors of the public discourse of our society, from political
to economic and pedagogical discourse (Crocchi 2019). Having the ability to make sense of
things and to influence, Forman (2013, p. 5) sees the use of stories in corporate context as a tool
of leadership.
Several benefits have been claimed for storytelling. Crocchi (2019) explains the power of
storytelling in depth, stating that the appeal of storytelling as a favored communication strategy
results from its ability to appeal to emotions and make believing in the message easier.
Woodside, Sood and Miller (2008, pp. 97–100) raise a number of factors contributing to the
communicative power of storytelling. First of all, as people rather think narratively rather than
argumentatively or paradigmatically, information communicated in a format resembling a story
is easily embraced and remembered. At the same time, telling stories revises and deepens sense
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making of the meaning of events in the story and what the complete story implies about oneself
and others. Finally, people relate to each other in terms of stories – and Woodside et al. (2008)
claim products and brands often playing both salient and inconspicuous roles in people’s stories.
Furthermore, in a business environment “where distractions and lack of trust dominate”, stories
can cut through to capture attention, engage and to influence (Forman 2013, p. 6).
Van Riel and Fombrun (2007, p. 144) describe a corporate story as a “structured textual
description that communicates the essence of the company to all stakeholders, helps strengthen
the bonds that bind employees to the company, and successfully positions the company against
rivals”. They further describe it as being built of an account of unique elements of the company
and presenting them in an appealing manner. Corporate stories, such as those comprising the
present data, might not necessarily adhere to the traditional understanding of a ‘story’ in a
strictly limited sense of it needing to be composed of a linear timeline, main characters and
such, but do nonetheless fall into the category of a corporate story.
Commercial advertisements using stories rely on the plot’s ability to activate the consumer's
imagination and thus immersing a consumer in the story through an experience called ‘narrative
transportation’ (Escalas 2004a). Corporate stories do not necessarily contain a traditional story
plot, but Dessart (2018, p. 290) draws parallels between narrative transportation and the ‘flow
experience’ of navigating a network, both inducing “seamless and enjoyable moments
distanced from the self-consciousness” of the reader. So, in the absence of a story plot, the
reader still experiences some level of immersion.
Corporate storytelling is a type of communication within a larger concept of organizational
discourse, which entails all forms of goal-oriented communication in business contexts
(Bargiela-Chiappini et al. 2013). In business, stories are used to fulfill a practical purpose.
Forman (2013) defines the following general business objective of a story: “to strengthen the
trust of the intended audiences, and with that achieved, to inform, persuade, and even inspire
them” (p. 23). Furthermore, they state that stories can be used to cover additional specific
business objectives, such as recruiting new employees or increasing the customer base. In best
practice, the objectives of a corporate story are to build and strengthen the corporate strategy,
culture, and branding, and ultimately to build the business, its profits and to reaffirm positive
reputation (Forman 2013, p. 23). Furthermore, especially for technical products and services
that are not easily understandable, storytelling can be used to humanize a company and what it
sells (Forman 2013, p. 35). Marzec (2007, p. 27) states that the objectives of reputational
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management often reflect the perceptions of external stakeholders. From this perspective, he
sees corporate stories as a platform in which the organization has control of the medium, which
he considers a crucial aspect in the story’s influential power.
Despite the generally high degree of homogeneity of the functionality and communicative
purposes of corporate websites, Janssen et al. (2012, p. 3) maintain that the specific
characteristics of corporate stories differ according to authors. Their corporate story analysis is
based on the presupposition that organizations balance between content that makes the
corporate story stand out and on the other hand content that helps associate the business with
similar businesses, terming this the ‘uniqueness paradox’. Although corporate stories can be
used to showcase the uniqueness of a company in terms of lexical and visual choices, there has
to be some claims for uniqueness in order to differentiate the company from the rest.
Furthermore, commonalities in corporate stories among organizations in a particular field of
business are vital for recognition as a company in the said field of business (ibid. p. 34). Janssen
et al. (2012) analyze the most frequently used approaches to style, structure, content, (narrative)
genre and layout. They found the use of positive adjectives and metaphors to be the most
common stylistic characteristics, while almost all stories mentioned the core activities of the
company. Most stories were identified as identity stories depicting the formation of the
organization. Furthermore, most stories were structured using headings, titles and paragraphs,
and they did not adapt to any clear narrative genre (e.g., myth or a biography). Finally, most of
the About pages included at least one photograph, the webpage was found to be always
consistent with the visual identity of the organization (ibid. pp. 37–38), although they did not
focus extensively on expressive resources apart from the textual mode. Certain characteristics,
such as mentioning the core activities and the founders of the company, made the stories
recognizable as corporate stories (ibid. p. 38).
Corporate storytelling is used to make a company stand out from the competition, and to appeal
to the consumers’ emotions through shared values. One powerful and increasingly important
way of doing that is by incorporating moral discourse into the company’s operating principles
through the corporate story. Moral discourse addressing a company’s will and commitment to
going beyond their core activities in order to do good, is referred to as Corporate Social
Responsibility.
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2.2. Corporate Social Responsibility
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) has many definitions but at its most basic it refers to the
inclusion of business practices and policies that contribute to the company’s efforts to improve
their local community, the global population and/or the environment. It’s driven forward by an
ideology of doing right by others without direct monetary revenue. Adi, Crowther, and Grigore
(2015, p. 5) count social, environmental, and economic aspects as the most general aspects of
CSR. These refer to the relationship between the business and society, its impact on the
environment and the financial aspects of implementing CSR policies and codes of conduct in
business operations. Although CSR activities can primarily be driven by philanthropic ideals,
they do have the potential to bring considerable value to the organization, such as increased
customer loyalty and willingness to pay higher prices (Peloza and Shang 2010, p. 117).
The ways in which companies address their aspirations towards CSR vary among companies
and fields of business. In their longitudinal study on the framing of CSR in large apparel
companies, Gaskill-Fox, Hyllegard and Ogle (2014) observe a general increase in the volume
of information on CSR reporting on corporate websites within the 2000s. Not only is there more
information but the framing also changes. Within time, the emphasis expands from only giving
an account of philanthropic activities to an emphasis on the motivations for engaging in CSR.
Furthermore, the stance changes from a reactive position to a proactive approach to CSR
challenges (Gaskill-Fox et al. 2014, pp. 18).
A company’s prominent CSR practices depend on the business as well as the socio-economic
and cultural contexts in which it operates (Adi et al. 2015, p. 5). Although product-related CSR
activities seem central within companies whose operations center around tangible products,
product-related CSR activities have often been excluded from definitions of CSR activities
(Peloza and Shang 2011, p. 118). As one of the most global industries in the world, the apparel
and textile industry poses a high risk for negative social and environmental impacts (GaskillFox, et al. 2014), and these challenges are discussed at length in Szewczyk (2016). According
to her, the general challenges relating to CSR themes are the sustainability of producing
materials (especially cotton), culture of fast fashion and consumerism, and the growing custom
of locating production to developing countries. Similarly, Szewczyk (2016, p. 74) notes that the
core areas of CSR which exceptionally influence the textile industry are its impact on the
environment, and the human and worker’s rights in production sites, especially when they are
located offshore from the parent company. She states that especially the latter makes the textile
8

industry one of the most sensitive industries with respect to CSR aspects. Geographical distance
between the parent company and the production site tends to hinder the adequate monitoring of
working conditions and the environmental effects of the entire supply chain, especially when
the primary motivation behind the relocation is to cut production costs (Szewczyk 2016, p. 77).
CSR accounts are increasingly given through means of storytelling (Jones and Comfort 2019),
and so CSR communication has become a logical component of the corporate story. Basil and
Erlandson (2008, p. 272) note that CSR communication appears to be essential both for
explaining what organizations do and for reaching the maximum benefit and legitimacy from
their efforts. Additionally, apparel organizations, such as the ones in the focus of the present
study, may perceive that CSR initiatives are needed to establish competitive positions within
the field (Gaskill-Fox et al. 2014, p. 5). Supporting this viewpoint, Szewczyk (2016) raises the
relationship of CSR and public relations (PR) as one obstacle within the textile industry, in
which companies use the trend of growing social awareness to build their image and increase
sales without necessarily following through with any CSR activities in practice. Such double
morality arises from, for example, establishing some CSR rules in the parent company but
excluding the branches and factories in other countries as relating back to the aforementioned
effects of globalization (Szewczyk 2016, p. 79).
These as well as other forms of inflating, covering or creatively managing reputation on
environmental issues is such an occurring cultural phenomenon that it has been termed
greenwashing, and later, its more subtle forms, as symbolic corporate environmentalism
(Bowen 2014, p. 25). In a less severe example, in their study on the use of storytelling in CSR
reporting, Jones and Comfort (2019, p. 6) found that CSR elements in stories often focused on
specific individuals, events and initiatives with strong human interest and emotive appeal, but
as such, cannot be seen to be fully representative of the CSR agendas and achievements of a
company. What is more, they argued that such stories may play a role in directing attention
away from the actual environmental, social, and economic impact of the business activities of
the company (ibid. p. 7). Similar kinds of aversion techniques were noticed in the study by
Chen and Eriksson (2019) who examined how claims for health benefits and moral superiority
are communicated in the corporate stories of snack companies.
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2.3. Corporate Storytelling, Environmentalism and Consumer Narratives
In her study on the performance of the use of storytelling in commercial advertisements, Dessart
(2018, p. 289) notes that in contrast to more factual ads, storytelling ads don’t always feature
the product but rather focus on conveying more abstract notions such as the ideals and values
of the company. Within the context of storytelling in the retail industry, Crocchi (2019) notes
that the change in the concept of consumption is a fundamental actor in the purpose and
construction of corporate stories. In the postmodern era, she argues, consumption has become
a channel of self-expression, through which an individual can communicate aspects of their
identity, such as values, beliefs, and social status (ibid. p. 441; see also Machin and van
Leeuwen 2005). Whether consciously or unconsciously, clothing choices constitute a
prominent instance of this self-expression through consumption. As a result, the social
symbolism behind a certain apparel is installed in it largely through the PR planning of a
corporation, of which the corporate story is a clear instance. Machin and Mayr (2012, p. 26)
note that not only institutions but individuals too will use language and other means of
communication (such as clothing) in their own interests. From this viewpoint, the corporate
story very much needs to communicate what the wearer of its products might potentially wish
to communicate in turn.
Among other advantages, CSR activities help in building relationships with stakeholders
(Peloza and Shang 2011). Storytelling has long been seen as vitally important in conveying
what retail brands stand for (Comfort and Jones 2019, p. 2), and communicating this enables
retailers to forge strong relationships with their customers by making customers feel connected
to the brand through shared values (ibid.). Narrative processing elicited from storytelling works
as a powerful device in bridging the consumer’s personal narrative to the organizational brand
(‘self-brand connections’, Escalas 2004b).
An organization associating their brand with the idea of ‘conscious capitalism’ (Chen and
Eriksson 2019, p. 2), would then be likely to appeal to consumers also invested in such themes.
Organizations expressing care for the environment by, for example, localizing their production
or by using only certified organic materials would express these in their corporate stories, which
will in turn resonate with consumers who may prioritize these properties of textile
manufacturing and not be bothered by the possibly so-called negative factors such procedures
might bring to the final product. For example, the effects of implementing CSR values in
production operations generally tend to increase the cost of the final product, and this price
10

difference can be quite substantial compared to textile items coming from less noble production
circumstances. Of course, the sentiments denoting conscious capitalism do not necessarily need
to represent tangible actions made by the company, but more subtle allusions can also suffice
in the making of the desired brand image.
As said, brand marketing asserts desired values onto a company’s products. Consumers, who
recognize these associated meanings, can expend these products as if they are an expression of
who they are as individuals (Machin and van Leeuwen 2005, p. 578). Although in her argument
Crocchi (2019, p. 441) maintains that products are purchased more for the symbols they
represent rather than their technical qualities, CSR values do also translate into the product’s
technical qualities (e.g., materials) and simultaneously work as symbols for values which the
consumer may want to communicate. In other words, the CSR actions of a company and the
resulting properties of the products work as compelling selling points for customers who
appreciate these codes of conduct in themselves, and also for their potential of attributing these
values to the consumer - or in this case the wearer - of the products. In this way, the clothes an
individual wears contribute to their personal narrative, which makes the organizational
narrative of the clothing brand integral in consumers’ decision-making process – especially if
social responsibility is a meaningful quality a consumer is looking for.
Whether one considers green values as a requirement or as a defining selling point or not, they
can hardly be seen as a negative attribute. So, companies and organizations may see them as
generally good and risk-free selling points. That is, as long as their actions are in line with their
words. If actual words or promises are considered a stretch, less lineal allusions may be put in
place to allude to such values and interests. Whatever the case, such complex relationships
between individual and organizational cultures and identities call for a more critical approach
to their analysis (Bargiela-Chiappini et al. 2013).
Most studies on corporate storytelling focus predominantly on the textual point of view.
However, while designing and constructing a platform such as the webpage, a plethora of
possibilities are presented to aid in achieving the desired communicative effect, and these
possibilities go beyond text. Turning to multimodality theory allows us to better approach all
the ways discourses and ideologies get across. In what follows, the theoretical framework
guiding this study forward is discussed both from a multimodal viewpoint as well as in the
context of critical discourse analysis.
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3. MULTIMODALITY AND CRITICAL DISCOURSE ANALYSIS
The previous chapter showed that corporate stories are essentially multimodal, employing
curated images, narrative and reliance on socially and culturally recognized conventions in the
way the stories are constructed and expressed. Multimodality theory lends itself a useful way
into analyzing the resources used in the making of these stories and how CSR has been
positioned in them. In what follows, the tools needed for making sense of multimodality are
discussed.
Looking at means of persuasion and opinion-shaping in a communicative event is central to
Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA), which typically analyzes news articles, advertisements,
political speeches and such ideologically charged materials, with the goal of exposing strategies
that appear neutral but might in reality seek to shape the representation of events for particular
ends (Machin and Mayr 2012, p. 4). Traditional CDA focuses on how these ends are met
through lexical, grammatical, and structural choices in texts. In Multimodal Critical Discourse
Analysis (MCDA) the interest refocuses on showing how all expressive resources, not just text,
work to create meaning. Webpages convey their messages using written text, visual elements
as well as through layout and graphic design, just to name a few. In using MCDA, it is important
to consider the meanings attached to a phenomenon and what type of scenarios are normalized
through such constructions. For example, what is normalized when apparel companies use
images of certain types of models adhering strictly to current Western beauty standards, posing
in curated impeccable surroundings.
The theoretical stance adapted in this thesis is that language both shapes and is shaped by the
social constructs within which it operates: that discourse is socially constitutive as well as
socially conditioned, with a critical focus on the ways in which social structure relates to
discourse patterns (Blommaert 2005, p. 25). As Roderick (2016, pp. 33–3) extends this notion,
“rather than being conceived of as an instantiation of discourse, each communicative event is
always understood as both an articulation and as a reconstruction of discourse”. Corporate
stories are part of this reconstruction of discourse; its design and use of discourse draws on as
well as transforms social practices. Machin (2013, p. 153) points out that these social practices
“are not presented through actually giving a clear account of events, [..] but through the process
of abstraction, addition, substitution, and deletion”. These processes then have the power to
further transform the social practices they are drawing on.
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Notions of multimodality overlap with many other fields where visual communication is
examined, such as Media and Cultural studies, but Reading Images by Kress and van Leeuwen
(1996) is said to be the first time multimodality entered linguistics by examining how visual
features also create meanings (Machin 2013, p. 347; Bargiela-Chiappini et al. 2013, p. 59).
Since then, research in multimodality has covered a vast range of communicative events from
software (Kvåle 2016) and Facebook interaction (Ma and Stahl 2017) to online news (Belmonte
and Porto 2020) and food packaging (Andersson 2020).
Moral discourse and CSR reporting in corporate storytelling has not been discussed extensively
in multimodality literature, but MCDA methods have been applied in a range of research aiming
to uncover meaning-making in various social, organizational and commercial settings.
Fernández-Vázquez and Sancho-Rodríguez (2020), for example, identify rhetorical strategies
used to convey environmental CSR reports in Spanish IBEX 35 companies. They argue that the
companies’ real interests are not in battling climate change but on “how to persuade
stakeholders about the compatibility between their business and the protection of the
environment” (p. 2). The companies were found to construct a narrative of climate change as a
problem that can be corrected by using whichever technological solution is offered by the
company in question. Maier and Ravanazzi (2019), for their part, examined the discursive
strategies used in Microsoft’s online external diversity management and CSR reporting. They
found the use of stereotypical image bank images to dilute the credibility of the otherwise
logical textual content.
Chen and Eriksson (2019) examine 22 web-based corporate stories to uncover the way
companies producing healthy snacks used corporate stories to make themselves appear healthier
and a more conscious choice than the competitors on the field. Chen and Eriksson (2019) state
that stories use rhetorical tropes to link positive values to the brands, while simultaneously
obscuring facts. They state that, for example, generic participants (e.g., generic photographs
with unidentified people) and non-transitive actions (actions which do not have a direct object)
are used in the construction of moral discourse. Such ambiguous structures are used to resonate
with the reader emotionally, and to foreground symbolic moods. They argue that these kinds of
representation strategies are commonly used and similar to strategies in advertising and
corporate websites in general, having the ability to signal to a wide range of lifestyle and
emotive associations and shift away from reality (ibid. p. 7).
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Ma and Stahl (2017), for their part, examined anti-vaccination information on a support group’s
Facebook page. They identified sentimentality, reductionism, tautology and insularity in
addition to visually appealing rhetoric to be used in the comments to mask political and
commercial motives (ibid. p. 307). They concluded that these means of persuasion pave way
for second-hand knowledge over evidence-based data within the online support communities.
Critical analyses, such as the ones discussed in this section, are ratified with the help of welldefined theoretical concepts. In the present context the most central concepts of multimodality
theory are the semiotic mode, the medium and the genre. These will be discussed next.

3.1. Semiotic modes
One central concept in multimodality theory is the semiotic mode. Roderick (2016, p. 36)
defines semiotic modes as constituting the resources available for a writer and observer alike,
in order to compose as well as interpret what is being communicated. Semiotic modes are
socioculturally shaped, i.e., the meaning is given by its users who recognize its significance
(Bateman et al. 2017, p. 115). This also means that semiotic modes are always anchored into
communities of users. In addition to the semiotic side of a mode, Bateman (2017, p. 113) notes
that modes also have a material realization, referring to how it unfolds in time and space. In
essence, semiotic modes can be whatever expressive resources that meet the communication
needs of a given social group, but which have communicative purposes as their principal
function (Roderick 2016, p. 41). Examples of semiotic modes include speech, writing, gestures,
images and music.
Semiotic modes used in a particular communicative setting are mostly dictated by the norms of
the social context (canon of use, Ledin and Machin 2019), as well as the range available
considering the materiality and medium of the situation, i.e., their affordances. In the present
context, the previous discussions on corporate storytelling and CSR reporting should also be
viewed as an elaboration in terms of their affordances and constraints for their communication
purposes. Affordances refer to the means of expression which are possible to deploy within the
About page as is dictated by the material (i.e., website) as well as the sociocultural context of
the genre (i.e., what is expected of an About page). Considering these affordances allows
establishing genre boundaries to the communicative functions of the About page, as the notion
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of genre provides a way of theorizing the range of possibilities open to it (Bateman 2008, p.
11).
Websites tend to adhere to the material restrictions of page-like documents. For such
communicative instances, one of the most important semiotic modes is its layout, or page-flow
(Bateman 2008, p. 175), which dictates how items are distributed across the ‘page’ in question.
Likewise, Waller (2012, p. 12) singles layout as the main signifying feature of many familiar
document genres. Salway (2010) also emphasizes the significance of patterning of images (or
video) and texts on a website as well as their relations as meaningful communicative entities.
These patterns can be analyzed by comparing what is depicted in the images and what is referred
to by text. The analysis can focus on, for example, the relative size and positioning of images
and text, and the references (or the lack thereof) made about the images in the text. Also, the
modality of the images, e.g., how realistic or abstract the images are, or how they are framed,
give information on how the text and images complement one another (Salway 2010, pp. 58–
59). Certain kinds of these ‘logo-semantic relations’ can be more prominent within certain
multimodal documents due to standardization of expression brought on by the document genre
(Martinec and Salway 2005).
In addition to page-flow, there are also other semiotic modes most commonly participating in
page-based multimodal documents. Such a mode is, for example, text-flow, which in Bateman
(2011, p. 26) is described as “one-dimensional unfolding of a written text”. Essentially these
are headings, paragraphs, and their assemblies. Other prominent semiotic modes are those of
various graphic elements, such as images, logos, graphs, tables, and such visualizations. When
graphic elements are arranged on a document in a sequential order, their assembly constitutes
a static image-flow (ibid.) Finally, choice of color (or lack thereof) also acts as an important
mode with meaning potentials of its own, as discussed in Kress and van Leeuwen (2002). They
distinguish two sources for making meaning with color: firstly, its association to a particular
color historically and culturally, and second, its value on a range of scales, such as saturation
and depth (Kress and van Leeuwen 2002, p. 355).
Roderick (2016, p. 38) notes that semiotic resources have meaning potential, that is, there is a
range of possibilities with regards to the meaning a semiotic mode is contributing to with the
accompanying semiotic modes in its particular context. More colloquially speaking, Machin
and Mayr (2012, p. 49) speak of the same notion in the context of images as connotations that
images aspire in viewers. They also say that the term suggests possibilities for different
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meanings and reminds that elements work in unison to fulfill different meaning potentials.
Which of these potential meanings is actualized in a certain setting depends on the frame of
reference: “who ‘reads’, when, and for what reason” (Machin 2004, p. 327).
It can be said therefore that multimodality theory does not presume that one semiotic mode
would always be in the main operative position in a communicative situation, but that
discourses, and ideologies are communicated through combinations of different kinds of
semiotic resources, different modes, and realized through different genres. Roderick (2016, p.
36) states that although these resources have a range of potential meaning, the meaning potential
in specific circumstances rests in conventions of the medium and genre in question. Resources
operating in line with the conventions of the communicational artifact at hand are produced
through established institutional practices which observers have been conditioned to understand
and to see as neutral (Ledin and Machin 2019, p. 502). None of these resources of
communication are static but are continually used in new ways. Furthermore, from a critical
point of view it can be added that semiotic modes are “harnessed by different kinds of interests
to disseminate discourses that serve strategic ideological purposes” (Machin 2013, p. 354).
What is more, Machin (2013) argues that the different modes in multimodal communication
have become more integrated, and that images do not have such specific denotative meaning as
language and therefore is not as straightforward to pinpoint what kind of meanings are conveyed
(pp. 248–254). All semiotic modes, not just language, can be used to create meanings but to
also avoid certain commitments, similarly to the CSR reporting issues discussed in Szewczyk
(2016) and in the case studied in Chen and Eriksson (2019). Through individual semiotic
choices, corporate stories can encourage the reader to place events and ideas into broader
interpretations and associations, and further shape how they might think about the company as
a whole.
Multimodality research can be pursued at various levels of abstraction, ranging from text-image
relations to analyzing the structure of individual semiotic modes, but I argue that this thesis
benefits the most from two concepts developed in the field: medium and genre. The utilization
or omission of particular semiotic modes in their particular context is mostly dictated by two
factors, the concepts of medium and genre of the communicative instance at hand. In what
follows, these central concepts of multimodality theory are discussed in the context of the
present data.
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3.2. Corporate Website as a Medium
The previous section introduced the most common semiotic modes active on a page-based
document, such as the About page. However, the semiotic modes available for the About page
are provided first and foremost by the medium of communication (Bateman 2014, p. 256).
Bateman et al. (2017, p. 124) characterize media as “historically stabilized sites for the
deployment and distribution of some selection of semiotic modes for the achievement of various
communicative purposes”. In the context of corporate websites of retail companies, one
important communicative purpose of the websites is to allow the visitors of the site to learn
about the company, of the products they sell, view the products, and – last but not least – to
purchase those products. These objectives are achieved through various semiotic modes, which
are chosen from the range of modes that can operate in terms allowed by the medium and genre
(Bateman 2017, p. 170).
The underlying digital materiality affords the medium of corporate websites with a range of
semiotic modes, which in turn support various types of communicative situations. Bateman et
al. (2017, p. 107) characterize the communicative situations of interacting with webpages as
immutable and micro ergodic. Micro ergodic qualities refer to the requirement of the viewer
needing to actively integrate the semiotic modes used on the webpage, and ‘immutable’ to the
quality of the webpage not allowing manipulation from the viewer. Although the corporate
stories are designed with the expectations and interests of stakeholders in mind, as well as with
the intention of showing the best side of the organization, the creation and design of the
communicative artifact is completely external to the individual situations of readers reading the
texts. Finally, the content on the website is observed and interacted with by scrolling the pages
and clicking on hyperlinks (Bateman 2008, p. 11).
Website’s affordances cover a vast range of expressive resources. Most corporate websites do,
however, demonstrate remarkable standardization and conventionality in what they
communicate and how (Van Riel and Fombrun 2007, p. 146). Thus, practically any decisions
regarding exclusion and inclusion of a semiotic mode are either cultural constraints, enforced
by institutional pressures, technological access, or due to production practices and so on; not
because there would be a semiotic constraint (Bateman 2017, p. 170), i.e., the medium cannot
afford the participation of a certain semiotic mode due to its materiality. However, the
relationship of genre and medium must be carefully considered in order to differentiate which
modes are participating to the medium and which to the genre within that medium.
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Although the About page as a genre already indicates that the stories have much in common,
the fact that these corporate stories are present on the corporate website, i.e., they share the
same medium, is in itself a significant source of commonality (Bateman 2014, p. 256). Some
of the commonalities of these pages do not form a significant component of the genre, but rather
are present because of the medium.
The basic makeup of a website consisting of more than a single page includes a fairly
established structure with menus and hyperlinks that allow the reader to easily locate and access
different parts of the website (ibid.). These are elements, such as the top bar or the foot bar,
which exist to ease navigating the website by providing access points to all the pages and
indicates the path to the page at hand. This naturally applies also in the medium of corporate
websites. As these are fairly static conventions from website to website, as well as from page
to page within a single website, these elements are not perceived as having meaning potential
to the corporate story in itself. Consequently, the focus here is limited only to the elements that
are recognized as particular only to the About page in relation to the rest of the specific website,
which Djonov and Knox (2015, p. 179) term the content zone of a web page. The focus will
solely be on the parts of the page that can be defined as belonging to the About page, i.e., the
content zone carrying the corporate story.

3.3. The About Page as a Genre
Whereas medium refers to the site on which a collection of semiotic modes is distributed, genre
refers to the socioculturally constructed sets or patterns of semiotic modes a medium dedicated
to communicating a particular message across should employ. The About pages have many
names such as “Our Story”, “About Us”, “Company” or “Our Roots”. Such expressive variation
is inherent to the medium of corporate websites, and for the sake of consistency, the particular
genre which is realized in the form of a corporate story is called the About page throughout the
study.
Bateman et al. (2017, p. 129) define genre as a “way of characterizing patterns of conventions
that some society or culture develops to get particular kinds of communicative work done”. The
emphasis here is on the cultural and social aspects. In other words, the notion of genre is a way
of classifying communicative events, and at the same time allowing the observer to come up
with predisposed expectations of a perceived communicative event. Such events falling into the
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same genre, therefore, share the same purpose and aim to achieve that purpose in a recognizably
similar manner. In Swales’ (1990, p. 58) definition, similarities in manner include form, style,
content, structure and intended audiences. Bateman (2014, p. 241) continues this notion by
describing genre as ‘a patterning of patterns’, and that these collections of particular patterns
must be consciously performed for a communicative event to belong to a genre.
The treatment of the About page as a genre provides a viewpoint for examining how the genre
presupposes the content of the stories and the semiotic modes used to realize them. What makes
a corporate story recognizable as one comes from the presence of certain types of content on
the document. As discussed in the first section of the present chapter, we can assume a fairly
clear idea of the rhetorical content of a corporate story; that there will most likely be an account
of the company’s origin, operating principles and description of the product or service that a
company is selling. Such stable and expected content of a genre make up its ‘schematic generic
structure’ (Bateman 2014, p. 254).
Thus, the About page, which holds the corporate story, is a genre that gets the job of
communicating a selection of important information about the company to stakeholders in the
form of an origin story, utilizing similar patterns of semiotic modes and schematic components.
Furthermore, as Bateman (2014, p. 258) notes, these strategies operate in order to “achieve the
genre’s goals while also supporting the genre’s recognition”. As discussed in the previous
section in connection to semiotic modes, the semiotic modes of page-flow, text-flow and
graphic images are central in document genres. The decision of which semiotic modes are used
to realize the schematic components is up to design choices, which both draw from and are
dictated by the genre, of which range of semiotic modes available is ultimately determined by
the medium’s affordances.

4. MATERIAL
In this chapter I firstly introduce the material of the study by briefly going over the companies
behind the corporate stories of the data. Secondly, as the previous section illustrated the
intertwined nature of medium and genre, there are several semiotic modes present on an About
page as it is observed from a computer screen. Some of these are characteristics of the medium,
and others more particularly of the About page. In order to make this distinction, the limitation
process and how the objects of analysis on the About pages are defined are discussed in depth.
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4.1. Objects of Analysis
The research data consists of screen captures of five self-identified corporate stories from five
different Finnish companies working in the textile and apparel industry. The companies studied
are Pure Waste, Uhana, Vimma, Kaiko and Aarre. This inquiry is based on information and
materials that are freely accessible on the internet at the time of data collection in December
2020. The decision to focus on these five companies and their corporate stories was based on
the aim to select companies with a number of shared characteristics. Looking at a range of
possible corporate stories, the decision had to be made and these stories fit the requirement of
similarity on the basis of a brief overview of their characteristics; they are all small companies
(10-20 employees), from Finland, and founded fairly recently (in 2010s), and crucially, all
operate in the textile and apparel industry. Furthermore, on the basis of the About pages, the
target audience seems to be the adult population, and the clothing items are generally designed
for everyday wear. Ensuring similarity allows for a sound starting point for the comparative
analysis of their corporate stories as well as enables drawing conclusions about their common
genre.
This study focuses on the English language versions of the pages. As in the case in most
eurocentric organizations, English is also the Business Lingua Franca (BELF) of Finnish
organizations (Louhiala-Salminen, Charles and Kankaanranta 2005), and so, these companies
also have an English counterpart to their Finnish websites. Through surface level inspection,
this indeed seems to be the case that there are two language versions of the websites with
identical content. Thus, the decision between the two language versions would not necessarily
change the outcomes of the forthcoming analysis.

4.2. Defining the Focus of Analysis
A few aspects of the nature and composition of the About page needed to be considered during
the limitation process of the data. As has been already stated, the specific focus of this study is
on the corporate story found on the About page of an organization. It is commonplace for a
company to disseminate circumscribed versions of their corporate story into various platforms,
which cumulatively create a bigger narrative around the company. Forman (2013, p. 17) gives
examples of these instances of stories, such as a blog post by a company member or a video of
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a customer experience. It is increasingly customary, especially with organizations endowed
with resources for such, to spread the story across multiple pages and to even divide the story
into many pages in line with each component of the story deemed important by the organization
at hand. This phenomenon is evident also in some of the corporate stories of the present data.
However, due to reasons of scope and the variation amongst the data, this study takes one page
per organization into consideration.
According to Djonov’s (2007) notions on website hierarchy, sections of a website begin with a
homepage to that section, all of which then also branch into respective hierarchies. In a case
where the corporate story is spread over multiple pages, the first page is treated as the landing
to the About subcategory. Although additional and possibly even very thorough accounts of
CSR, organizational history and/or any other topics may be given in specially assigned pages
lower on the website hierarchy, the home page is the foremost page reserved for the delivery of
the corporate story. It is a company’s strategic decision what to present in the very first page of
the About section, and this highest level of the hierarchy is what is in the interest of this thesis.
Had the makeup of the present thesis settled upon focusing only on the corporate storytelling
of a single organization, the whole extent of the story could have been taken into consideration.
Rather than focusing on the storytelling strategies of an individual corporation, an interest in a
more extensive inquiry into the About page as a genre led to the inclusion of more stories, thus
narrowing the focus of the data into one page per organization.

5. METHODS
This chapter begins with data collection and continues with the MCDA approach adopted in its
analysis. The present study employs a partially data-driven coding scheme in the layout space
analysis.
After using Google search engine to locate the websites of the companies, the corporate stories
of Aarre, Vimma, Kaiko, Uhana and Pure Waste were self-identified from the websites of the
respective brands by locating the pages under headings such as “Information” or “About Us”.
Some websites had dedicated more than one page for their corporate story and its components;
in these cases, the first page of the About section was chosen. After determining the data, its
preparation went as follows: first, the chosen web pages were screen captured using a Google
Chrome extension, and subsequently converted into searchable PDF form using Adobe Pro.
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The resulting documents comprise the final data used in the study. Using Atlas.ti, an analysis
software for qualitative data, these documents were then annotated according to their layout
units, as will be explained in what follows. The units were then further examined for their
schematic content and in respect to allusions to CSR according to theories of evaluative rhetoric
discussed in Machin and Mayr (2012).
The analysis needs to start off from a solid foundation unaffected by any pretheoretical
interpretation of what can be assumed to be happening on the About page. In order to firstly
identify the semiotic modes participating in meaning-making, the documents need to be taken
apart through multimodal analysis. “Low-level properties” of page composition systematically
influence how a page is interpreted, and thus it is crucial to bring all elements of a page into
analytic attention, regardless of whether they are initially assumed to carry significance
(Bateman 2008, pp. 22–23). In Multimodality and Genre, Bateman (2008) provides a thorough
account of how to go about analyzing page-based documents multimodally, in the form of the
GeM model. The model introduces an elaborate scheme of six primary layers of annotation
ranging from content structure to rhetorical structure and navigation. Although he argues that
these layers are the “very least that are required” in a multimodal analysis (p. 16), for the
purposes of the present study and the scope of this thesis in mind, only the level of the area
model is adapted in the coding of the About pages. The area model enables the examination of
the spatially arranged elements on the document (Bateman 2008, p. 125). In Bateman's model,
this is the lowest granularity of analytical units related to content, and it enables the examination
of spatially arranged elements on the document.
Although the communication purposes, common themes and methods of communication
discussed in the previous chapters can prompt some premature assumptions of the content of
the About pages at hand, the modular annotation is conducted only on the basis of the elements
on the respective pages, regardless of the content message. This step is deemed crucial, as all
elements of the About page need to be brought to analytic attention regardless of whether it is
thought of as signaling a message (Bateman 2008). The contents of the components are
subjected to Multimodal Critical Discourse Analysis in order to denaturalize the expressive
forms and their realizations, in line with Machin and Mayr (2012).
In order to develop a sense of each website in isolation and in relation to each other, the
corporate stories are firstly decomposed into analytical units and secondly critically examined
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for their communicative messages. The details of the analysis process are elaborated on in what
follows.

5.1. Decomposing a Story: Deductive Approach
Bateman (2008) argues that the first and foremost factor in embarking on a multimodal analysis
of documents is to divide the document into component parts.
Area model is essentially a simplified modular grid structure of the document, and the lowest
level of granularity in the GeM model. It is used to uncover the layout of a page-based document
and to make general claims about content positioning. The objective is not to discover the grid
used in the layout design itself but to establish spatial zones (ibid. p. 82) that are laden with
meaning, and to examine their interrelations. This enables seeing the relationships between
presented material more clearly, beyond the specifics of individual documents (ibid. p. 124).
Upon inspection, the area model divisions were made on the basis of visual indicators on the
pages; empty space sequencing the images and text-flow, as well as by clear separators such as
text boxes or changes in background color of a perceived segment. Example of an area model
visualization is given in Figure 1.
Subsequently, I turn to the content message and annotate what themes are present in each area
model. Previous literature discussed in the Section 2 of this thesis gives much insight on the
usual content of corporate stories: corporate stories tend to consist of fragments elaborating on
the company’s background, product and production information, and company practices and
values. This section of the thesis is data-driven and does not assume any pre-existing
framework. The textual components of the documents were subjected to open coding which
focused on characterizing the subject matter of the word, phrase or sentence as closely as
possible. Finally, these codes were compared and contrasted to one another in order to form
overarching themes which constitute the generic content of the corporate stories, the schematic
components of the About pages.
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Figure 1: Example of an Area Model division

The first focus is on the area models and the layout units the area models are composed of. The
analysis moves further by recognizing the schematic components occupying the layout units,
as well as the semiotic modes used to realize them. The internal structure of the units is also
considered in the analysis. For example, it is not sufficient to state that a certain schematic
component is realized by text-flow, because the spatial organization within the text-flow is also
meaningful. Body text is generally divided into paragraphs for a reason, which can be related
to changes in subject matter or to ease skimming the text. Furthermore, visually ‘floating’
textual material that does not function as a title or a heading but is separated from paragraphs,
is visually emphasized for a reason. These sorts of sentences and other textual elements are
given special attention through visual means on the About page, as they draw special attention
to themselves because of this separation from body text.
This annotation scheme of the structure of the corporate stories according to spatial organization
allows us to examine which communicative elements appear in the story, how they are ordered,
and which semiotic modes and their assemblies are used to realize them. These configurations
are also reverted to in the critical evaluation of the rhetorical content.

5.2. Denaturalizing a Story: Inductive MCDA Approach
After systematically decomposing the documents according to properties described above, I
turn to analyze combinations of semiotic modes and especially how meanings are conveyed
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through them, particularly in the context of corporate social responsibility. In order to draw out
what kinds of corporate identities, responsible actions, emotional appeals and additional
circumstances are foregrounded, abstracted or concealed in the stories, the analysis turns to
meaning-making devices discussed in Machin and Mayr (2012). Examples of the devices given
in their account are lexical choices and the connotations they aspire, use of structural
oppositions and the level of formality of language. Just like lexical choices aspire connotations,
pictures can also connote something in addition to what they depict: the more abstract a
portrayal of events is, the more it rather symbolizes than documents them (Machin and Mayr
2012, p. 49). This notion of connotation is similar to the concept of communicative resources
having ‘meaning potential’, as discussed earlier in Section 3.1. on semiotic modes.
Furthermore, visual semiotic choices (e.g., choice of color, line spacing and alignment)
communicate meanings through, for example, emphasizing parts of a document (ibid. p. 49).
Another aspect of inquiry was to observe who is represented in the stories, and how they are
visually and textually depicted. They maintain that although what an image or text connotes
can be a matter of free association, designers will, most likely, rely on established carriers of
connotation which they feel confident their target audiences will understand (ibid. p. 51). Of
course, this understanding can be conscious or not.
As the corporate stories exhibit significant variation with regards to their imagery and other
semiotic resources employed, each corporate story is individually analyzed. The process called
for a careful close reading of each corporate story while giving particular focus to sections
recognized with CSR attributes in the previous annotation process.
Sometimes critical analyses can come with their own dispositions, and it can certainly be a
challenge to refrain from asserting one’s own attitudes into the analysis. The term
denaturalizing refers to the process of using CDA to reveal procedures of framing by not taking
communicative events at face value while refraining from proclaiming preconceived
assumptions about them (Machin and Mayr 2012, p. 4). This stance is adhered to in the present
thesis as well. Furthermore, my disposition while conducting the analysis is not to assume that
the companies are lying, nor am I attempting to uncover discrepancies in action compared to
the CSR accounts of the corporate stories in question. MCDA simply provides a useful
framework through which to conduct analysis on such communicative instances aiming at
opinion-shaping and brand management.
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6. RESULTS & ANALYSIS
This chapter presents the results of applying the aforementioned methods to the data. I go over
each corporate story in the data and discuss their layout in terms of the area model, as adapted
from Bateman (2008). The genre structure of the About page is analyzed by the schematic
components and the semiotic modes used to realize the About pages of the data. The schematic
components indicate what thematic information each corporate story contains. This section
begins with a look at each corporate story individually, after which I reflect on the analysis of
individual stories against how they contribute to the overview of the genre of the About page.
Each analysis of an individual corporate story is accompanied by a figure (Figures 3 to 7).
Observed form left to right, the figures firstly depict a screen capture of the About page in focus,
followed by an area model in which the semiotic modes participating in the About page are
named. Furthermore, the semiotic mode of page-flow can be observed through the layout which
in uncovered by the area model visualization itself. In the final area model the arrangement of
the schematic components present in the corporate story are shown. However, as genre is a
construction operating within a medium, not all that is present on the About page should be
attributed to genre, but some elements originate from that medium. The first and last sections
of each About page depict navigational elements which are visible on the page (and thus on the
visualizations as well) but act as no genre-specific entities within the About page, as they are
present on every page on the corporate website. These navigational sections are included in the
figures as the first and last sections of each area model visualization. These navigational
elements provide access points to other pages on the website, links to social media and call-toaction in the form of newsletter signup, of which placement on the page remains intact from
one page on the site to another. As such, they are indeed an inherent component of the medium
as a whole but do not contribute to the genre at hand. Therefore, these will not be discussed in
this analysis further.

6.1. Schematic Components
Looking at the area models of the data, the About pages were divided into two to five layout
units. The layout of each page is visualized in Figure 2. Most prominent semiotic modes
participating in the genre are bodies of text (i.e., text-flow), graphic elements, which were
primarily editorial photographs, and page-flow, which determines how the text-flow and
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graphic elements are positioned on the page (i.e., the area model). In general, the page-flow
operating on the pages allocated individual segments for both text-flow and graphic elements.
Segments in which text was superimposed on a graphic element, the text was only a short
excerpt like a title, or some emphasized text.
Within the layout units that contained text, the text was always divided into short paragraphs
containing between one and five sentences. The general makeup of the corporate stories makes
them easy to read and even skim, with the emphasis on symbolism and vague information of
the organization’s activities.

Figure 2: Layout of the About pages of the data

The annotation process of the modular areas according to their subject matter resulted in clear
schematic components that were overarching across all corporate stories. The themes are
foundation, founder(s), products, production, social responsibility, essence and mission, and
finally, miscellaneous for themes that could not be categorized in the other themes, or which
did not occur enough times to constitute a standard theme in the genre of the About page as
they appeared in the data set.
All content expressing motivations for a company’s existence and what is the purpose it seeks
to fulfill are categorized under mission. Information falling under the category product
describes the garments’ physical properties, such as materials and their physical appearance.
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Founders gives an account of the people behind the company, and foundation covers origin
stories and such information on the circumstances around how the company got founded. Social
responsibility, of course, refers to all mentions of CSR activities, interests and commitments
expressed in the stories. Finally, essence was the most challenging theme to conceptualize; it is
used for information which characterizes the more intangible qualities of the company and their
products. Many corporate stories paint a picture of the kind of lifestyle, emotions and emotional
support that their garments want to evoke in the wearer. This kind of imagery is present in many
of the stories and was named essence as it describes vague symbolic connotations the company
wishes to aspire in readers of the stories (Machin and van Leeuwen 2005). Table 1 illustrates
the distribution of schematic components across the About pages of the five companies. The
dot indicates whether the schematic component is present in the genre structure.

Table 1: The schematic components of the About page as a genre
Aarre

Vimma

Pure Waste

Uhana

Kaiko

Mission

•

•

•

•

•

Essence

•

•

•

Foundation

•

Founder(s)

•

Product

•

•

•

•

Production

•

•

•

•

•

Social Responsibility

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

6.1.1. Aarre
The gray-pink-gray color scheme divides the area model of Aarre into five sections, as
visualized in Figure 3. The page makes use of layout with colored boxes which clearly allocate
sections for text-flow and graphic elements. The first section contains a landscape photograph
with superimposed text. The photograph portrays a foggy field which is barely visible, and the
inclusion of such nature imagery already brings forward nature as an important theme for the
company. The texts on the symbolic and almost emotional qualities of the clothes by using
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personification: “It is the dress that you trust, that supports you [..] Above all, Aarre is taking
care of family.” So, the first segment of the layout contains both social responsibility and
essence, realized by text-flow and a landscape photograph respectively. The text has a
conversational tone to it; the company is referenced as “us/we”, and the reader is addressed
directly in second person singular “you”.
In the following segments, the schematic component product is realized using an editorial
photograph of a model gazing to the side (2.) as well as text-flow (3.). The picture is taken in a
studio setting, with the background omitted and replaced with a pink canvas. Such studio
photography is removed from detail and situational context, bringing the focus solely on the
model and the bright yellow dress she is wearing, contrasting against the pink background of

Figure 3: Aarre

both the image and the text-flow on its right side. Similarly, the accompanying text (3.)
describes the long-lasting qualities of the garments and their motivations behind making long
lasting clothes, as well as the features that enable the company to make such long lasting pieces.
This paragraph addresses the problem of short “wear-life” of products, which is a central
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negative aspect related to fast fashion, as discussed in Section 2.2 of this study. Thus, also the
social responsibility component is evident in the text-flow of segment 3.
The fourth segment consists of a text-flow on founder(s), by featuring the founder family of the
company, their first names and other businesses they are involved in. The text continues to
describe production locations and supply chains in detail, so it addresses themes within the
production component. As this information is given by emphasizing close production and
familiarity with the factory workers and distances the materials travel, the segment also
addresses social responsibility by claiming transparency and thorough familiarity with
production processes and supply chains.
The fifth and final segment right next to the text-flow is a photograph of another model, from
the back, sitting in a cafe, wearing a dress. Unlike in the studio photograph (2.), the clothing is
brought to an everyday setting. Likewise, the color scheme of the photo is less vibrant and in
the accompanying text (4.) the underlayer is darker gray. Colors carry connotative meanings
(Kress and van Leeuwen 2002), and it could be said that traditionally pink has been thought to
inspire associations to femininity, while gray may generally be associated with formal settings.

6.1.2. Vimma
The layout on the About page of Vimma’s website is divided by whitespace into five segments,
as illustrated in Figure (4). The page-flow assembles the semiotic modes of text-flow and
photographs into a sequential order one below another.
The page starts off with the title, “Vimma”, and continues with a slogan which is emphasized
by larger font size: “Finnish design and fashion - The way of living and thinking”. The
schematic components of mission and social responsibility are both realized in the first segment
of text-flow. It contains a depiction of the company’s mission; why they are making clothes and
why the company exists. The company wishes to empower the wearers of their pieces and to
bring them joy through clothing. And by attaining these goals they aim to reduce people’s
inclination to feel the need to buy more clothes, as the ones they have bought from Vimma
brings them enough of these emotional qualities so that the consumer would need to partake in
the culture of fast fashion. In the first image a woman sits on a bed in a dark room with the
sunlight on her face. The bedding is ruffled but she is wearing daytime clothing and high heels,
an atypical setting so it seems that this is not meant to portray a person just getting up but
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perhaps to highlight the juxtaposition between the elegant model and her more gritty
surroundings.
The second snippet of text-flow consists of one string of floating text followed by a paragraph.
The floating text states in capital letters: “Ecology, longevity, versatility in Finnish design”,
echoing the mission and social responsibility sentiments of the first segment of the area model
discussed above. The paragraph goes on to describe the versatility of Vimma’s garments; you
can style the items to wear at home or to be suitable for a party. This depiction seems to be a
reference to the photograph of the woman described in the image (2.), as she is laying on the
bed but still wearing high heels, simultaneously demonstrating the clothing to be fitting for
lounging at home but also to go well with heels. Hence the schematic component product is
realized through the semiotic mode of text-flow (3.) as well as the preceding photograph (2.).
These qualities are also CSR attributes as inspiring people to buy less clothes works against

Figure 4: Vimma
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consumer habits leading to overconsumption of textile materials, so social responsibility is also
realized in the text-flow of the third segment of the story.
The fourth segment continues elaborating on the product through a photograph. The picture
portrays three models in colorful clothing against a white canvas in a studio setting. Two of the
people are looking at the camera while one is facing the white background canvas. As the
models are not in any real-life resembling situation, it can be argued that the point of the image
is to showcase the clothes, emphasizing their vibrant colors against the white plain backdrop.
Likewise, the fifth and final segment, consisting of two paragraphs, goes on to discuss the
product qualities and their production in a more technical and information-based manner. All
information related to materials and production are explained through CSR themes, as close
production sites, familiarity with manufacturers as well as natural materials and their potential
for reuse are described as being in the core production and material selection processes.
Rhetorically, and looking at image-text relations, it seems that the first photograph (segment 2)
and the following text (3.) are related, and the second image (segment 4) and its following text
(5.) are similarly connected. The first image portrays a model in what resembles a real-life
setting, which is then described in the following text. The second picture is located in a studio
with models posing for the camera against a white canvas, and its following text describes the
items in a more information-based manner.
Any origin story or information about founders as their own sentences are not present in the
story, and so founding and founder(s) are both abstract from the schematic makeup of the story.
The origin and any people behind the brand are mentioned only as background for the mission
of the company, which is to make such good clothes that it will make people not need any other
clothes.
The agency in the story alternates between the personal and more conversational “us/we” and
references to the company in its own entity in third person singular. The first text-flow is more
symbolic, conveying moods and consumer mindsets which the brand addresses. This segment
is made more personal by using the “we-you” reference. In the latter segments when the
information gets more technical, deictic expressions referring to people behind the company
are omitted. However, in the very last paragraph in which the subject matter is back on other
human beings, the manufacturers, the agency is yet again “us”.
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6.1.3. Pure Waste
As can be observed from Figure 5, the layout on Pure Waste’s About page is organized into
four segments, divided by empty space. Social responsibility and mission are both realized in
the first segment, which consists of a photographic element containing an image and some text
floating over the image. The image portrays white trash bags with red fabrics extruding out of
them, while the text over the image says “100% Recycled”. The image brings forward the
problem of waste that is adjoined with the textile industry but simultaneously states that this is
an issue which the company fights against by using only recycled materials which might
otherwise end up as landfill.
The second segment introduces the production component, realized through the semiotic mode
of text-flow consisting of emphasized text and three paragraphs, of which the first verbalizes
their uniqueness as a company using only recycled materials. The second paragraph continues
the production theme by going into more detail on how waste is processed into usable yarns.
This is followed by a combination of the foundation, mission and social responsibility
components, as the foundation is framed by their efforts to develop quality recycled materials
of which to make fabric. By introducing the actual story only after the production details, the
emphasis of the story is on the importance of the environmentalist qualities of the company.

Figure 5: Pure Waste
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The text is cut by a photographic element consisting of three side-by-side images (image-flow)
portraying close-up shots of what seems to be fabric manufacturing machinery. The images are
in black and white apart from some details in red, reproducing the color scheme of the page’s
topmost image of fabric waste. The actual pieces manufactured or sold by Pure Waste are not
showcased on the page at all, and the visual focus is firstly on textile trash and then on its
repurposing as usable material, leading with the social responsibility component.
The text-flow of the fourth and last segment introduces the company’s mission, which is
dedicated solely to social responsibility themes. Lastly, the final paragraph of the page is
similarly dedicated to social responsibility themes by text-flow describing the repurposing and
reusing of fabric materials through discussion of the symbolism behind the company’s logo,
the dung roller, which is also said to collect and repurpose waste.
The use of self-reference “us/we” is prevalent throughout the story but the reader/consumer is
not addressed at all. Furthermore, unlike the first two stories discussed here, this story does not
address the qualities of garments, or give any type of symbolic values for them through
describing emotional qualities, customer’s values or such, so the essence schematic component
is absent from this story. The founder(s) component is also absent, so the agency behind the
self-reference “we” remains generic and unknown to the reader.

6.1.4. Uhana
The area model in Uhana’s About page (Figure 6) is made up of two sections realized using
two semiotic modes: a graphic element on the left and text-flow on the right. The photograph
(1.) is a portrait of the founders of the brand, looking at the camera and posing against a white
backdrop. This is the only About page of the data on which the schematic component founder(s)
is realized by a photograph. Based on this it seems that the company identity is strongly
constructed through the founder-designers.
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The accompanying text-flow (2.) consists of four paragraphs each with their own heading. The
first paragraph introduces the essence component by describing the globetrotter lifestyle a
person wearing Uhana clothes could lead, addressing the viewer directly by using the second
person singular pronoun “you”. The company is referenced through “us” and “we” throughout
the page. The invitation “Welcome to the journey of Uhana” contributes to the conversational
tone of the text.

Figure 6: Uhana

The schematic components of founder(s), foundation, mission and social responsibility, all
intertwined, are realized in the second paragraph of text-flow, which tells the origin story and
introduces the designer-founders of the company by their full names. The introduced values,
“fairness, equality, sustainability and bold beauty” are rooted in social responsibility. The last
paragraph delves deeper into the company's operating principles, sustainability and transparent
production taking the center stage.
Social responsibility themes are addressed as the primary values and elaborated on further in
the third and final paragraph of the text-flow, covering aspects of production, supply chain and
manufacturers. The paragraph concludes with stating “That’s what Uhana is all about”,
emphasizing these themes as the operating principles of the company.
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6.1.5. Kaiko
The layout on Kaiko’s About page is structured so that two segments are placed on the
document one below another, the former consisting of an editorial photograph and the latter of
text-flow, as Figure (7) shows. The photograph (1.) is a close-up shot of the neck and upper
back of a person in what seems to be a tropical setting, and the name of the company is typed
over the picture in bold letters. As there is nothing particularly at the focus of the photograph
and as it works as the background for the title, it can be said to participate in creating a symbolic
mood for the page as well as the brand, and thus realizing the essence component.
The text-flow (2.) begins with a heading, stating “Fashion with a Mission”. This already
outlines the message of the story; the company wants to emphasize from the get-go that it

Figure 7: Kaiko

operates to make fashion but also to also fulfill a purpose outside of the fashion industry. The
foundation and founder(s) components are realized in a single sentence giving the name of the
founder and the year of foundation and stating motivation for it to combine fashion with charity.
Thus, the CSR action of giving to charity is stated as the mission of the company.
The text-flow (2.) continues with elaborating CSR actions by explaining the mission outlined
in the beginning statements, that is. The philanthropic actions the company does with sales
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profit are explained in practical detail, stating both how much money has been donated and the
actual philanthropic actions the company does with sales profit. Production component is
realized in the following paragraph by giving information on production locations, emphasizing
locality and familiarity with the factory (social responsibility). Unlike in the previously
discussed stories, this story entails a call-to-action in the form of an invite to follow the brand
on social media sites. Further, Kaiko’s story ends with a list of references to their CSR activities,
which are provided in the form of hyperlinks to third-party reports on the topic.

6.2. Attributes of the About Page as a Genre
Now that the corporate stories are decomposed in terms of their schematic components as well
as the semiotic modes realizing the About pages, they can be discussed in relation to one another
and in terms of what these findings indicate about the About page as a genre.
Although the layout structure varied among the stories of the data, the presence of a number of
schematic components was constant in all of the stories. Thus, it can be said that the rhetorical
content is significantly homogeneous, which is characteristic of documents of the same genre.
Based on the current analysis, the components which were present in the majority of the stories
can be seen as constituting the core components of the genre of About page: mission, essence,
founder(s), foundation, products, production and social responsibility.
Looking at the compositions of the About pages, their layout structures present substantial
variation. They make use of page-flow to varying extent, and do not present the schematic
components in an analogous order. The primarily sequential positioning of text-flow and
images renders the layout very structured and clear-cut, rendering the pages easily skimmable
with many entry points to the text. In general, the semiotic modes participating on an About
page were more or less stylistically coordinated in terms of, for example, colors and typography,
which makes the pages visually attractive.
Although the layout of each About page arranged the schematic components in varied
arrangements, mission and essence would be among the first components on the page in every
page in which they were present. Mission gives information on how the central values of the
company intertwine with its commercial activities, whereas essence sets the mood for the
upcoming story through emotive and symbolic description. The stories of Uhana, Aarre, and
Vimma began with text-flow painting an image of the lifestyle, the imagined wants and needs
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of a customer, and how clothes cater to those aspects (Uhana, Aarre, Vimma). In addition,
Kaiko’s story began with a photograph which did not serve other purposes than that of
conveying symbolic moods. This position as the head of the page indicates that the genre
generally assumes that these are the components to be used in the introduction to the corporate
story, which highlights their importance in the stories. Other components did not present
similarity in their order of appearance on the About pages.
All these components were realized primarily by text-flow, and some were complemented by
photography. In the story of Pure Waste, the photographs contributed to the production and
social responsibility components, in Uhana’s story it depicted the founders of the company, and
the photograph on Kaiko’s About page can at best be said to convey ambiguous symbolic
moods (essence). Interestingly, only two companies (Aarre and Vimma) realized the product
component through photographs. It could have been hypothesized that showcasing products
which the company is trying to sell would be a central aim within the corporate story, but this
was not the most common case with the companies of the present data. While all the
photographs used in the stories contributed in the realization of different schematic components,
they were all in line with the visual cohesion of the pages. Furthermore, they seemed to mainly
represent the particular schematic component as it appears in the context of the company, as
opposed to symbolizing generic themes or value. Thus, all the companies use their own
photography in their corporate stories, rather than acquiring ready images from an image bank.
This indicates that the function of the visual mode is generally not just to liven up the textual
mode, but to concretely represent the specific schematic component whose realization it is used
in.
The semiotic mode of text-flow, in turn, is used both to convey particular messages as well as
in insinuation. Each segment of text-flow across the corporate stories is built of one to three
paragraphs of text, most commonly preceded by a heading or divided by floating text. The
floating text as well as the headings are not complete sentences, and on every occasion in which
the heading was not “About us” or simply the company name, it contained a reference towards
typical CSR themes in the garment industry, e.g. “For a Fairer World” (Uhana), “Clothes are
Treasure, Let’s not Waste them” (Aarre), and “Ecology, Longevity, Versatility in Finnish
Design” (Vimma). As floating sentences and headings tend to attract the attention of the viewer
even if the website user does not engage deeply with the text, they would still catch the CSR
values of the companies.
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Conversational tone, addressing the reader and self-reference of “us/we” alternates with
referring to the company as its own entity in third person singular. This combination can both
highlight the people behind the company (i.e., this is not a faceless corporation with possibly
little human interest) as well as the recognition of the reader as an individual (i.e., these items
are made specifically with you in mind). Colloquial language as a communication device gives
the impression of the voice behind the company of being “like us” and creates a sense of
dialogue between equals (Machin and Mayr 2012, p. 42). This, when successful, creates
empathy towards the brand and what it stands for, contributing to establishing a positive image
of the company.
The schematic components of the corporate stories do not exist separately from one another but
appear in relation to one another. Cause-and-effect was a frequently occurring relation between
CSR and mission, where CSR aspirations were stated as motivation for the existence of the
company. Likewise, not one single segment of text-flow or a paragraph was systematically
assigned to one component.
The schematic components CSR and product were the two components apparent in all corporate
stories of the data, and thus can be verified to be of central importance in a corporate story of
apparel companies such as the ones in the data. The text-flow usually conveyed symbolic moods
and socially responsible qualities, whereas the images portrayed the clothes as worn on a model
in a studio setting. Only two of the corporate stories showcased their apparel through
photographs. The products were described in four out of five corporate stories. Aside from
having particular semiotic modes dedicated to CSR themes, allusions and references to them
were co-occurring with other themes in various ways. IN the next segment, I move the
discussion into the ways CSR-related moral discourse has been adapted in the stories.

6.3. Moral Discourse
Each company framed CSR as an essential component of its corporate identity. Their
importance is not only clear from how such themes are sprinkled throughout all schematic
components of the stories but also how they act as motivation in many components of these
corporate stories. Although they indeed had their own segments in all corporate stories, such
themes were also simultaneously mentioned in connection to many other schematic components
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as well. In many cases, lexical choices referring to social responsibility concepts were used
throughout the stories.
In the context of the foundation theme, CSR manifested in statements saying that the company
was founded because of a need to tackle issues of fast fashion (Vimma, Aarre), textile waste
(Pure Waste), and in order to donate money to charity (Kaiko).
Although a range of themes from foundation to mission and essence all had prevalent CSR
notions woven into them, examining the code co-occurrence in Atlas.ti shows that social
responsibility co-occurred most often with the product and production components. This
suggests that responsibility in production and with the final product are the most important
issues to address in the apparel context, or alternatively that they are perhaps the easiest to take
into consideration. The social responsibility in materials dealt with reused textile as well as the
use of “natural” and “sustainable” materials. The socially responsible features of production
and supply chain were described through accounts of factory locations, duration of
transportation, and claiming personal familiarity with the factory workers.
Another significant challenge within the fashion industry is the phenomenon of fast fashion and
the way it affects consumer habits. The culture of fast fashion was addressed by acknowledging
that apparel companies are overproducing as it is. A solution, or a way past the issue is offered
through an emphasis on timeless design, so that consumers do not need to buy new items:
“We produce design-products, so that people would need less goods.” (Vimma)
“We design our products mindfully, since the planet doesn’t need any more unnecessary
clothes.” (Aarre)
“There is no need to produce any more stuff in this world. The importance for us is the
message of the product” (Vimma)
The paradoxality of these statements can hardly go unnoticed since the core activities of the
companies contribute directly to the issue. However, the existence of these companies is
justified by them offering an alternative to other, less responsible companies. Furthermore, two
companies stated their wish to change the culture of fast fashion by affecting the state of mind
of the consumers.
“We want to inform consumers about the downsides of the textile industry so they can
think again about their consumption habits.” (Pure Waste)
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“We feel that as a brand we have a responsibility to lead the way and encourage others
to also slow down, since the textile industry is now consuming more natural resources
than ever.” (Aarre)
Statements of tangible CSR actions relate to the use of reused or responsibly sourced materials,
donating funds, close monitoring of production and supply chain, as well as manufacturing
within Europe. The ways in which social responsibility is addressed varies among the stories,
and while most stories make claims for tangible actions through data-based storytelling, indirect
references to CSR themes were also present on the pages as well. Ambiguous references include
the use of terms such as “fairness”, “equality” and so on, but of which manifestation in the
company’s actions is not explained.
In addition, the emphasis on the collective “us/we” was also evident in the corporate stories:
the company at hand was seen as working against the mainstream and other corporations who
do not adhere to similar standards of quality or responsibility. This stance is achieved by
asserting the company as an active agency by using “us/we”, which, without being overtly said,
leaves other companies to stand for the unacknowledged “them”, who may or may not adhere
to the same CSR standards (Machin and Mayr 2012, p. 77). In many of the stories, commitment
to corporate social responsibility was used as a way of standing out from the competition:
“We believe in honesty and are not afraid to stand for what we think is right.” (Uhana)
“Pure Waste in a Finnish company breaking new ground in textile recycling.” (Pure
Waste)
Only one of the companies, Kaiko, incorporated third-party recognition of their CSR efforts on
their About page. Whereas other companies' CSR activities consisted of monitoring overseas
manufacturing, reuse and sustainability of resources, as well as critical commentary on fast
fashion, Kaiko’s CSR activities revolve solely around philanthropy. These were presented in a
list guiding the reader to news articles and organizational news releases on the charitable
donations the company has made. Gaskill-Fox et al. (2014, p. 14) argue that alerting
stakeholders of the company’s accomplishments in such a way can position it as a leader among
competition in terms of social responsibility. From this viewpoint, it works as a powerful tool
in differentiating a company from its rivals. However, as the entire story was built around their
philanthropic activities, the components which make it a recognizable corporate story were
either missing or covered on the surface-level in a single sentence. Consequently, Kaiko’s
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corporate story does not successfully manage to convey the information a corporate story is
expected to.
A perhaps surprising finding was that the companies rarely use positive adjectives to describe
their products. For some reason, the companies have not seen the need to state the physical
attractiveness of the garments through overt lexical choices. Perhaps the visually thought-out
look of the About pages, the entire websites as well as the editorial photography portraying
impeccable models wearing the pieces are seen as sufficient indicators of this. The products
were not described through their positive contributions to the consumer's appearance, but as
“versatile”, “durable”, “classic”, “timeless” and so on, emphasizing yet again the CSR issue of
rapidly changing trends in fast fashion. In this manner, adjectives referencing social
responsibility are woven into both the physical attributes as well as the intangible properties of
the items, and thus framing social responsibility as a fashion statement.
Moral discourse is externalized through statements of commitment to tangible CSR actions as
well as connotations to themes which address the most prominent issues within the fashion
industry. In the following chapter, I turn to the implications these findings have in the context
of previous studies.

7. DISCUSSION
Applying the methods described in Chapter 5 allowed me to identify the core components of a
corporate story (Table 1), and how they are realized in the About pages through semiotic modes
of text-flow, photographs, and page-flow. In line with findings from Dutch corporate stories in
Janssen et al. (2012), the corporate stories of the present study are similarly constructed through
schematic components introducing the company’s core activities, origin, and values, and are
visually unified with the rest of the visual image of the corporate website. This is in line with
the ‘horizon of expectations’ (Bateman 2014, p. 242) of an established genre; the About page
indeed delivers the information a reader familiar with the genre has come to find. The
uniqueness paradox discussed in Janssen et al. (2012) can be observed in the context of the
present data as well: “although uniqueness seems to be an important aspect of corporate stories,
in general corporate story writers use textual characteristics that are similar among different
ones” (ibid. p 38). The similarities in the content of the stories make then recognizable as
corporate stories and is a central component of belonging in the same genre.
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With regards to agency, Janssen et al. (2012) found self-reference (“we”/”us”) and direct
address of the reader to be rare, whereas such constructs were used in all stories of the data of
the present study. What is more, in contrast to the present analysis, Janssen et al. identified most
of the corporate stories in their data to be structured around the formation of the company. The
corporate stories analyzed here did not focus on the foundation of the companies as such, but
rather framed their core activities and reason for existing around corporate social responsibility.
Both of these discrepancies could be due to the difference in fields of business between the
present study and Janssen et al., which used mainly companies operating in the industrial sector,
but reaching certainty would call for further analysis. However, it does seem that corporate
stories vary among industries, and this is reflected modally in the genre structure.
The second aim of this study was to analyze how the stories use moral discourse: which CSR
activities and values are introduced, and how CSR themes are framed in the stories. The
subthemes within the social responsibility schematic component present in the stories address
previously identified CSR challenges in the apparel and textile industry; sustainability of
production materials, culture of fast fashion and manufacturing in other countries than that of
the parent company (Szewczyk 2016, p. 74). The analysis revealed that not only is CSR present
on the pages as its own schematic component, but direct and indirect references to CSR themes
were used as justification and motivation within other schematic components as well, thus
framing CSR as an essential component of the corporate identity (Gaskill-Fox et al. 2014). This
could indicate that CSR is seen as one of the key components through which other core
components are framed of a corporate story, and indeed used as a tool for differentiating the
company from rivals, as Janssen et al. (2012) suggest.
Maier and Ravanazzi (2019) concluded that in the CSR reporting of Microsoft, the use of typical
image bank photographs had a negative impact on the otherwise sufficient message of the textflow. It is clear that the images used by the companies of the present data are not from an image
bank, but rather shot specifically for the company in question and probably to be used in the
specific context of the About story. The photographs may serve to convey symbolic functions
like any photograph, but in this situation, they also represent particular schematic components.
Machin (2014) states that the value of image bank imagery comes from its power to represent
meanings and values of products in ambiguous ways. The photographs in the About pages
depict founders, the products, their functionality and production, which image bank imagery
would not be able to sufficiently portray. Whereas in Microsoft’s CSR reports the images might
have worked as part of the layout, in the present data they are used to realize a range of specific
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schematic components. The decision between using image bank images or original photographs
might be a question of industry, which may suggest that the About page does not constitute a
genre, but that About stories of companies within specific industries do. This is a notion which
could be pursued by future studies.
Finally, the analysis reveals that an alignment between the corporate and consumer narratives
can be observed through the use of shared values. The companies of the dataset suggest that
purchasing their products contributes to positive measures within the clothing industry, and that
consumers are doing good by shopping with them. This sentiment is similar to what FernándezVázquez and Sancho-Rodríguez (2020) found from their analysis of (mainly) technological
companies. Furthermore, the motivations behind engaging in CSR activities were emphasized
in many of the stories, and most stories portrayed a proactive stance towards social
responsibility challenges of their industry. Previous research has found both approaches as
common trends in CSR framing (Gaskill-Fox et al. 2014).
Social consciousness translates into the lifestyle of an increasing number of people wanting to
change the world for the better. These corporate stories cater to the consumer narrative in which
social responsibility plays a central role by establishing an environment in which one can keep
on purchasing new clothes while adhering to those values. The products are laden with socially
responsible attributes, and consuming these goods contributes to the expression of personal
style of the consumer. Reiterating the socially responsible message in most of the schematic
components of a story effectively renders it as the primary take-home message of the story.
Thus, personal style is employed in the expression of identity and values, and these companies
promote this in text and other semiotic modes used to realize the corporate stories (Machin and
van Leeuwen 2005, p. 577).

7.1. Limitations
The manner of approach inherent to Multimodal Critical Discourse Analysis comes with
limitations, some of which stem from the nature of any qualitative research, whilst some of the
limitations are related to the nature of critical discourse analysis. Likewise, the data chosen for
the study should also be considered for its limitations.
First, it is worthwhile to note that the corporate stories are self-identified and annotated by the
author alone. There cannot be complete certainty on whether the objects under analysis were
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designed to represent the corporate stories of the companies but as this is merely an exploration
with no take on how well these companies realize CSR in action, this was not seen as a defining
factor while choosing data.
Secondly, Bateman (2008, p. 12) notes that the consequences of ‘non-native speakers’
analyzing data produced by ‘non-native speakers’ might result in unknown consequences to the
analysis. This notion is relevant to the present thesis as well as this is indeed the case here.
However, although the data is in English, both the analyst and the original text producers are
assumedly Finnish or at least producing the stories in Finnish cultural context. It is fairly safe
to assume that analyzing the data at hand does not pose a risk in the sense that the analyst would
miss important communicative aspects of the documents due to cultural misunderstandings or
due to taking the data ‘at face-value’ (ibid.).
Secondly, while CDA provides a useful and important framework for the study of language and
other resources for communication in the form of MCDA, moral evaluations of this kind can
come with unconscious bias from the side of the analyst. O’Halloran (2005, p. 1946) claims
critical discourse analysts tend to be “left-liberal”, which may affect the objectivity of analyses.
In the present case, in which strategic framing of moral discourses for the sake of increasing
sales revenue is already assumed in the starting point of the analysis, the analysis itself might
become biased because the analyst might unconsciously be “hunting for ideological structures”
(Matheson 2005, p. 19), and even seeing them in places where none exist.
It is true that classification of this type is “not a ‘neutral’ or ‘natural activity’” (Djonov and
Knox 2015, p. 181). Consequently, despite clear methodological structure and a meticulous
consultation of previous research, MCDA is still, to some degree, an intuitive process based on
perceptions and interpretations of the author, and in the present case lacks peer reviewing and
a straightforward methodological foundation to fall back on. For these reasons I have referred
from making claims about the extent to which the claims were truthful or followed through by
the actions of the organizations. In addition, and as has been disclaimed in the methodological
account of the study, the critical analysis is realized through ‘denaturalizing’ the emerging
phenomena; the communicative resources were not taken at face value, while consciously
stepping away from cynical interpretations.
One of the previous points already touched on another prominent criticism of (M)CDA. That is
the lack of knowledge about the text producers of the data, as discussed in Machin (2012) and
Ma and Stahl (2017). Critically analyzing texts without knowledge of the motivations and
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ideologies of the people behind the texts can increase the uncertainty of the correctness of the
analysis. The possible effects of this shortcoming have been mitigated to my best abilities by a
thorough review of relevant literature, by establishing starting points to the analysis by
examining the About page as genre and by the careful selection of corporate stories from
corporations with a substantially overlapping target audience, product selection, as well as
company size and number of operational years. Despite the efforts made towards validating the
analyses, the fact of the matter remains that the actual people behind the stories remain
unaccounted for. The creative minds behind the stories can range from the communications and
marketing departments of the organization to an outsider third party specialist, bringing yet
another inconsistency to the data and another layer of motivation behind the final products that
the corporate stories have come to be.
This sort of intuitive analysis comes with many reservations but acknowledging the contingent
nature of the analysis process and restricting oneself from making claims that go beyond their
limits, enables the execution of a study that is both transparent and robust, which have certainly
been the priorities in the making of this thesis. Given the limitations of the analysis, this thesis
may yield an incomplete understanding of the extent to which the organizations in the focus of
the study make claims to corporate social responsibility. However, there is no doubt that the
contexts and means of communicating social responsibility in the corporate stories are
adequately pointed out.

8. CONCLUSION
This Master’s Thesis gives a thorough account of how the About page as genre has been
constructed in the five corporate stories of the data set, and how moral discourse functions as
part of the genre. First, the About pages were broken into segments depicting their layout, which
were then qualitatively analyzed for their schematic components and semiotic modes used to
realize them. These steps shed light on the core components of the genre as well as its structure.
Subsequently, the stories were further analyzed for their take on CSR in order to see how social
reporting functions within the genre as well as a persuasion device.
The multimodal critical discourse analysis that I have carried out shows that these stories make
use of CSR topics relevant to the issues recognized as particular to the clothing industry by
stating explicit actions but also through implicit suggestions. Allusions to CSR realized by
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textual mode were lexical choices such as positive adjectives (“fair”, “long-lasting”, “classic”)
and positioning the company as being in the business of offering sustainable solutions in the
face of the most common CSR issues within the apparel industry; unsustainable materials,
culture of fast fashion and ambiguity of supply chain, as discussed in Szewczyk (2016).
The visual modes of expression, such as editorial photographs of models wearing the apparel,
supported statements of versatility, visualized the responsibility of the manufacturing
processes, and carried connotations of environmental values through nature imagery. All in all,
references to a company’s interest in CSR themes were sprinkled throughout the documents to
justify a range of motivations behind the existence of the products and as support for their
purchase by consumers. Within the present dataset, CSR themes work as defining features
within the corporate stories which give special meaning to the existence of the company. Such
rhetoric leaves much space for the reader to fill gaps and assert the stories to fit into their own
narrative.
This thesis has contributed to the research on the role of corporate stories in conveying CSR
themes within the retail industry, which has not received much attention in the academic
literature (Jones and Comfort 2019, p. 1). In addition, this thesis discusses instances of productrelated CSR activities, a type of CSR often excluded from studies in the field (Peloza and Shang
2011, p. 118).
Conducting this study raised possibilities for a multitude of related future studies. Firstly, it is
not just the retail industry, but all sectors of the economy are posed with particular sets of
challenges and issues related to corporate social responsibility. Future research on relevant
fields might profitably utilize similar methods to perform comparative analysis of companies
from other fields of business in order to see how CSR issues of that particular industry are
discussed and utilized in the stories. Furthermore, as this study used features of the GeM model
(Bateman 2008) as only a heuristic tool in the analysis of layout, subjecting About pages to the
entirety of the GeM model could bring out further distinctions. Finally, this study focused the
critical inquiry on the moral discourse of the corporate stories, but it should be noted that other
features of corporate storytelling are also worthy of critical assessment, such as who are
represented (only young adults), and what kind of lifestyles are promoted (dynamic,
adventurous, bold). These types or narratives cater to other types of social constructs which are
molded as desirable among consumers and framed as attainable by consumption.
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